Walking Social Justice...

Knowing and Owning Our Lives and Identities
- Seeing
- Feeling
- Listening to
- Connecting to
- Responding to

Our World: Hegemony
Our Reality: Resistance & Visioning
Our History: Survival & Creation
[and how we carry each within us]

Requires Confronting Contradictions that Challenge Us in this Work

Developing Voice and a “Language” of Transformation/Creation
- Mourning
- Healing
- Understanding & Confronting Fear & Anger
- Prayer

Requires Confronting Contradictions that Challenge Us in this Work

Living Social Justice
- Creating a Vision
- Making a Commitment with Discipline
- Daily Action

Requires Confronting Contradictions that Challenge Us in this Work

Remolding Education - Ollin

...a working model of MAESTR@S work